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This article presents the results of seismic shear wave velocity (VS) measurements using the CSWS/SASW (continuous surface wave system/spectral analysis of surface waves) and SDMT (seismic flat dilatometer) methods, as well as BET (bender
element test), on an experimental test site (and samples taken from it). The test site, a geologically relatively uniform alluvial
sand formation area, was carefully chosen and checked for uniformity by means of drillings and soundings. The research
aimed to determine how results from indirect, non-invasive surface geophysical tests (SASW and CSWS) correspond with
those from SDMT penetration tests as well as the BET laboratory seismic method, and how some methodological aspects
can influence them. Different wave sources and frequency were examined as the main factors for interpretation. The influence of other examined factors is also discussed.
Key words: seismic methods, shear wave velocity, methodology influence.

INTRODUCTION
Determination of soil-structure interaction demands that
properly determined parameters be used with a particular design method. In the case of deformation modulus determination, it is essential to take into consideration these moduli-corresponding stress-strain range of the particular construction together with possible dynamic loads (Matthews et al., 2000;
M³ynarek et al., 2012). It means that these moduli should correspond to the so-called small strain, semi-elastic range of deformations.
Realization of non-linearity of stress-strain relationship has
led to the need of measuring soil stiffness over a range of small
deformations (10–5¸10–3) and utilization of many methods for
this purpose (Fig. 1). The fact that these methods of stiffness
parameter determination provide useful results is confirmed by
back analysis calculations based on the data from monitoring of
existing structures (Godlewski and Szczepañski, 2011).
The results analysed in this article were obtained in the second phase of research on this topic. The first comparison and
validation of methods were previously carried out on chosen
test sites in Warszawa (Barañski et al., 2010). In the first stage
of the research, two kinds of surface seismic methods, using
Rayleigh waves (CSWS and SASW) and seismic dilatometer
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SDMT, were used. Details on the equipment, methodology and
measurement techniques can be found in Matthews et al.
(2000), Menzies (2000), and Barañski and Szczepañski (2007)
for surface geophysics, and in Marchetti et al. (2008) for SDMT.
In the CSWS method, a vibrator was the wave source, while for
SASW, it was a car wheel. In the SDMT test, a hammer and
perpendicular beam were used as the vibration source. The device was constructed according to the design of SDMT manufacturers (Marchetti et al., 2008).
It should be borne in mind that different methods utilize different ways of propagation of seismic waves, i.e. direction of
propagation and polarity (for methods used in this research:
SDMT and BET – vertically propagating waves, horizontally polarized, SASW/CSWS – more complex wave movement because of using Rayleigh waves; Schneider et al., 1999).
As a background data for this paper, some previous results
are presented in Figure 2. Five types of soils were tested by
means of two methods (CSWS/SASW and SDMT). The selected profiles consisted of layers with various properties, lithology and origin, and were classified according to the SBT (Soil
Behaviour Type) classification rule of Robertson (2009). These
were Miocene–Pliocene clays of the Poznañ Formation (over
cosolidation – OC), Pleistocene varved clays (OC), Pleistocene
tills of the Wartanian and Odranian glaciations (OC), Pleistocene
(Eemian Interglacial) limnic soil – gyttja (OC), and young Holocene alluvial soil – soft silty clay (normal consolidation – NC).
The analysed profiles were from 10 to 20 m deep. The comparative analysis was based on the graphs of directly measured
values, in this case measurements of shear (S) wave velocity Vs.
It may be noticed that the values obtained from the SDMT
method are generally slightly higher across the profile than
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Fig. 1. Main methods of stiffness parameter determination (methods described in the article are marked yello;
after Godlewski and Szczepañski, 2012)

Fig. 2. Results of direct measurements of S-wave velocity (VS) versus depth for the analysed soil types
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Fig. 3. The relationship GDMT/G0 vs. KD for various soil types from analysed test sites

those from CSWS/SASW, which is probably caused by a local
change of stress due to the introduction of the dilatometer blade
preceding the geophones, but this assumption needs to be verified, and other (also methodological) causes should be examined.
Another contribution to this paper was a trial to create correlations of GDMT/G0 as a function of KD. Such relationship was
presented originally by Monaco et al. (2009), and theoretically
allows assessment of G0 having only GDMT (calculated from
dilatometer modulus MDMT) and KD (horizontal stress index from
dilatometer) from the standard DMT test. To create such correlations, many SDMT tests have been performed, during which
standard DMT parameters have been gathered as well as
shear wave velocity measurements. Figure 3 shows the graph
of GDMT/G0 as a function of KD for each SBT; data gathered by
the authors.
The data presented here is the first correlation of this type
for soils in Poland. The amount of data is already statistically
significant in some cases (e.g., sands); however, the coherence of the results is still below the level of significance for the
relationship. The observed scatter undoubtedly originates
partly from the variability and diversity of the studied material.
Nevertheless, it should be checked how the results can be influenced by factors associated with the methodology. In case of
seismic methods, consideration should be given to the type of
sources used for producing waves and to the selection of the
frequency. In the authors’ opinion, methodological aspects may
affect results variation similarly as properties of the subsoil itself
(porosity, state of stress).
To summarize this introduction, the authors realized that, to
have better understanding of the data gathered, additional parallel research has to be conducted, which can show how the
non-standardized (in neither national standards nor international codes) test procedures can vary and what impact this can
have on the results. An attempt was made to assess these as-

pects through a series of experimental studies performed on
the test site. For that purpose, field methods were used, both involving penetration (SDMT) and noninvasive (methods of surface geophysics), as well as examination with an advanced apparatus with piezoelectric sensors (BET). Some of the output of
these tests are presented herein.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL TEST SITE
The test site was located in a river valley on an over flood
terrace on the east bank of the Wis³a River near Warszawa
(Fig. 4A). The test site, 30 ´ 30 m in size, a geologically uniform
area of Holocene (NC) alluvial sand formation, was carefully
chosen and checked for uniformity by means of drillings and
soundings (every 7.5–3.75 m). This test site was discussed and
analysed in detail in the doctoral dissertation concerning the
evaluation of the changeability of alluvial soil (Soko³owska,
2011). The coefficient of horizontal variation does not exceed
an average of 10% across the profile, when the finally chosen
area of 7.5 ´ 7.5m is considered (Fig. 4B).
Within this site, the selected area was divided into a grid of
3.75 m squares, in which both seismic tests were performed.
The test site arrangement is shown in Figure 5A. Apart from typical SDMT tests (locations A, B, C, D), non-standard experimental tests were also performed. These were carried out with
the use of a different energy source (height from which a hammer was dropped), at location C. In case of SASW, two different
energy sources were also used – a hammer and a car wheel.
The details and results of these experiments are given in the
next chapter. Following all in situ tests, a samples of soil (sand)
were taken from the borehole at different depths for laboratory
tests (BET). It was necessary to verify the impact of the frequency on the results obtained.
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Fig. 4A – location sketch (on a fragment of engineering-geological map 1:500,000, Jakubicz and £odziñska,1994);
B – geotechnical characteristics of the general test site – profile and variability as a function of density index ID
(Godlewski and Szczepañski, 2012)

Fig. 5A – plan view of the test setup on the chosen test area;
B – example of shear wave velocity measurement from all methods used (location D)
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RESULTS
INFLUENCE OF ENERGY SOURCE – SDMT

The measured shear wave velocity speed depends mainly
on the type of the soil, its density (void ratio e), the state of effective stress p’, and the geological history. Different spectra of frequencies and amplitudes are generated during tests using different kinds of energy sources. Consequently, the quality and
repeatability of the data as well as effective test depth can be affected.
In case of SDMT tests, the best results (Marchetti et al.,
2008) in terms of the above-mentioned factors are achieved
with use of a hammer connected with a handle to a perpendicular beam in such a way that, when dropped, it moves in pendulum-like movements, striking a steel beam at the lowest point.
To explore how the amount of energy affects the quality of the
signal in SDMT, two tests were performed at the site in different
ways. At each test depth, three measurements were made with
the drop of a hammer from a horizontal position (90°, “full energy”), and three measurements with the drop of a hammer
from a 45° position (for simplicity called “half energy”). The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 6.
It can be seen that the varying input energy can have an influence on the results. Differences in S-wave velocity at particular test depths can be as high as 80 m/s. These discrepancies
are mainly due to various interpretations of recorded
seismograms. At shallow depths, the signals registered from
geophones when the “half energy” method was used were
clean, whereas at “full energy” in many cases they exceeded
the geophone amplitude range or contained a great deal of interference and noise (Fig. 6). Even when filtered with available
software tools, such a signal is often difficult to interpret. On the
other hand, when the depth of the test exceeds 8 m, the “half
energy” method gives signals that are far too weak and not sufficiently distinct from the background noise, and are thus subject to a considerable error. In that case, only the “full energy”

method gives sufficient signal quality for unambiguous interpretation. In the middle part of the profile tested (4–8 m), both
methods give similar-looking seismographs and shear wave velocity results. The coefficient of variation for the results obtained
in the central zone is lower. At the top and bottom of the profile,
the impact of the energy source causes dispersion of the results.
A quite obvious but important conclusion that can be drawn
from the above is that, in planning tests based on the “down
hole” principle (as with the SMDT test), it is good to start with
lower energy input in the vibration source, and to increase it with
depth. In that way, the signals acquired will be of higher quality
and easier to interpret.
INFLUENCE OF ENERGY SOURCE – SASW

Surface seismic methods are based on interpretation of
Rayleigh wave propagation. The waves travel at depths related
to wavelength, so the depth of the test depends on the frequency generated. Using the CSWS sub-method, the frequency-controlled vibrator makes it possible to control the signal content. On the other hand, with the SASW sub-method, the
choice of a vibration source can have a great influence on the
results.
The authors have been experimenting for a few years generally with two kinds of energy sources – a traditional sledge
hammer and a car wheel. As there is a clear dependency between wavelength (and thus frequency) and test penetration
depth, the latter solution proves its advantage in many cases.
Giving a “softer” impact, the generated frequency spectrum
contains much lower range frequencies, covering effectively
test depths of up to 15 m or even greater. An example comparison of results obtained with the use of the two described
sources is shown in Figure 7A, where less data scatter and
greater penetration have been achieved with use of an impact
source alternative to the traditional hammer (test at location A).

Fig. 6. Results of SDMT tests with input energy differentiated, examples of seismograph at the different depth
and variability for whole profile (VS value)
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Fig. 7A – comparison of SASW test results, two different vibration sources used;
B – impact of ambient noise on the dispersion of the SASW results; C – complementary use of a surface
seismic method to increase the accuracy and depth of testing – examples from experimental site

Comparing the results from SASW and CSWS we can see
reasonably good agreement (Fig. 7C; location D, Fig. 5A). On
the other hand, when the test is conducted in a noisy environment (heavy equipment working nearby during the test; Fig. 7B;
location C, Fig. 5A), CSWS data stay consistent with each other
(because of fully controlled frequency content of the source signal), while SASW data are much more scattered.
Nevertheless, practice shows that the best way to utilise the
full potential of the surface seismic sub-methods (CSWS,
SASW) is to use both complementarily, if available (Fig. 7C).
The advantage of controlled frequency cannot be overestimated when using the CSWS system (it enables minimisation
of the impact of interference), whereas the main benefits of the
spectral analysis method are faster testing and the ability to use
sources of different kinds matching current requirements and
capabilities.

proaches this process is automated to some extent by creating
software tools to handle it. One such tool, made available for
free public use by GDS Instruments (Rees et al., 2013), has
been utilised in this work, and the data gathered using it are
analysed further. The tool allows, among other things, interpretation in the time domain (TD), with use of the four most common points of interest on the output signal (in comparison to
time zero): A – first deflection, B – first bump maximum, C –
zero after first bump, and D – major first peak (Lee and
Santamarina, 2005; see Fig. 8).
The reason for using different criteria is that the received
signal is usually far from being perfect, and only one or two
points of interest can be identified at once. In the data presented
below, methods B, C, and D are used, the output of method A
being rejected on account of the unacceptable scatter of the
data.

THE FREQUENCY ASPECT – BET

Although bender elements are widely used worldwide to assess shear wave velocity, there is still no unique methodology
for the performance and interpretation of this test (although
some suggestions are published and widely known in the literature, for example the results of an international parallel test conducted by the Japanese Technical Committee TC-29
(Yamashita et al., 2009).There are several crucial aspects, and
two of them are examined here.
The first is the problem of subjectivity of interpretation of
wave travel time. Generally, three methods of interpretation are
commonly applied: cross correlation of the signals, spectrum
analysis, and an observational method relying on visual interpretation. The last one is most commonly used in practice, but it
is also the most subjective. For this reason, in some ap-

Fig. 8. Idealized received signal output of a S-wave
(after Lee and Santamarina, 2005)
A – first deflection, B – first bump maximum, C – zero after first
bump, D – major first peak
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The second aspect examined here regarding the BE Test is
the choice of source wave frequency range. Preferably, the
user would like to have a specified recommended frequency,
which could reduce subjectivity in comparing test results. Unfortunately, there are some factors that make this approach impossible – tests on different soils under different conditions
show that the use of any particular single frequency does not
permit the achievement of good wave propagation, and thus
good results. Additionally, it is sometimes suggested
(Camacho, 2012) that the ratio of the wavelength to the height
of the sample should not be smaller than 2, due to near field effects. At the same time, recommendations made by TC-29
state that a range of frequencies should be used (for example
1–14 kHz) in order to assess the quality of the results and then
to make a selection.
Having the above in mind, tests on an isotropically consolidated, fully saturated specimen of coarse sand from the depth

of 8 m from the experimental test area were performed under
the following conditions: sample diameter 70 mm, sample
height 135 mm, source frequency range 1–10 kHz (every 1
kHz), mean effective stress p’ = 0, 100, 200, 500 kPa,
travel-time interpretation by methods B, C and D (automated
using BEAT software). Sample was prepared to have density
index ID = 0.5 at the beginning of the test. Back pressure during
saturation and during the test has been kept equal 500 kPa.
Figure 9A shows the combined results of all tests performed, interpreted according to all of the aforementioned
travel-time interpretation methods. The data grouped in vertical
lines for each mean effective stress represent results from different frequencies and interpretation methods; thus the whole
graph depicts the range of the values of shear wave velocities
that could be obtained by different researchers using various f
(frequency) and travel-time estimates. When analysing f versus
VS, for example for mean effective stress p’ = 100 (Fig. 10A), it

Fig. 9. BE Test data on sand from the test site,
tests with p’ = 0, 100, 200, 500 kPa

Fig. 10. BE Test data on sand from the test site,
test with p’ = 100 kPa

A – data from all source wave frequencies;
B – data filtered to satisfy the condition L/l = 2;
C – data filtered to satisfy the condition L/l = 3

A – data from all source wave frequencies;
B – data filtered to satisfy the condition L/l = 2;
C – data filtered to satisfy the condition L/l = 3
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can be noticed that the VS values are most consistent with each
other (especially between methods B and C of travel-time interpretation) in the higher range of frequencies.
The first way to assess which frequencies should be considered reliable is to check the ratio between the travel distance
and the wavelength (L/l). If the wavelength is too close to the
height of the sample (travel distance), a huge impact from the
near field effect (Lee and Santamarina, 2005) is usually observed, which masks the proper signal. Recommendations
found in the literature say that this value should be within the
range 2 < L/l <9 (Camacho, 2012). Appropriate calculations
were made, and data filtered out to match those conditions. The
value of L/l = 2 as a lower limit did not work satisfactorily, as
can be seen for the example data set corresponding to p’ = 100
(Table 1) and for all results (Fig. 10B). Further filtering was performed with L/l = 3 as a lower limit. The results for all of the data
filtered accordingly are shown in Figure 10C.
The importance of being aware of such limitations in BE
testing is not to be underestimated. Usual laboratory practice is
to rely on the use of a single frequency, and in the authors’ experience it is not reliable to judge just by the visual appearance
of a received signal whether or not the near-field effect is masking the actual signal and impairing the final estimate of VS. It is
recommended to perform analysis using a range of frequencies, or at least as a minimum requirement to use a frequency
which gives a value for the ratio L/l of at least 3.
To visualise the relationship between shear wave velocity
(VS) and frequency (f), depending on wave travel length (L)
(sample height for vertical measurement) and with the
above-mentioned ratio equal to 3, the graph shown in Figure 11
was plotted. This can be used as a quick guide to estimate the
required minimum source wave frequency. For example, for
material with expected VS around 200 m/s and sample height
100 mm available (wave travel distance L), it can be assessed
from the diagram in Figure 11 that we should use frequency
about 6 kHz or higher, to be sure that near-field effect does not
affect the results. The diagram was calculated using equations:
wavelength l = wave speed V/wave frequency f, and 3 example
sample sizes.
As regards shear wave travel-time interpretation methods, it
can be observed from the data presented that methods B and
C, which are the most commonly used, give the closest results,
with method D still within about 10% band of result scatter.
Methods B and C also primarily reflect the theoretical approach
of analysing the “first arrival” of the received signal, so these are
predominantly recommended to be chosen whenever the time
domain methods are considered. The software tool (BEAT)
Table 1
Shear wave velocity estimates for p’ = 100 kPa, summarised
Shear wave velocities VS [m/s]
Method of travel-time interpretation
(TD)

All data for p’ = 100
(max./min./scatter)

Data for p’ = 100 and
L/l > 2 (max./min./scatter)

Data for p’ = 100 and
L/l > 3 (max./min./scatter)

B

C

D

185

180

171

98

90

85

87

90

86

185

180

171

178

94

90

7

86

81

185

180

171

180

173

163

5

7

8
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Fig. 11. Diagram proposed for assessment of proper choice
of testing frequency for shear wave velocity measurement,
depending on sample height and assuming L/l = 3 as the
lowest permissible value

used to automate the process of analysis, and thus to decrease
the degree of subjectivity, has proved its usefulness; however it
must be kept in mind that the final word and decision must always belong to the operator.

CONCLUSIONS
Despite the different nature of the measurements by two
field methods supported by laboratory tests (invasive for SDMT,
non-invasive for CSWS/SASW, laboratory BET), results of VS
measurements can be considered comparable, although BET
results are below the in situ values in this case (Fig. 5B). This
might be reflecting imperfect recreation of stress state and density of the material. Another observation from this graph is sensitivity of SDMT for local changes in VS, stemming probably
from the effects of water table fluctuation zone. Obviously, direct measurement in this method gives better resolution than inevitably averaged observations from indirect methods based on
Rayleigh wave propagation.
Nevertheless, for correct practical application, some methodological aspects of those tests were preliminary examined.
SDMT and SASW test results can be influenced by the
amount of energy and manner of application when the vibration
spectrum is generated. An important factor when using the
seismic dilatometer is to ensure that the signal amplitude is not
exaggerated and is of proper quality, so varying the impact energy with depth is an advised solution. Surface spectral analysis
is highly influenced by the frequency spectrum of the generated
signal. CSWS has a fully controlled vibration source in terms of
frequency, but its limitation lies in the relatively small vibrating
mass (63kg inertial mass in the equipment used), which is often
unable to generate waves “strong” enough at low frequencies
(6–10 Hz) to achieve deep propagation.
As regards the most commonly used laboratory test for
shear wave velocity assessment, the Bender Element Test, aspects of source wave frequency and travel-time interpretation
have been analysed. It was found that the literature recommendations to choose a frequency for which the ratio of wave travel
length to wavelength equals 2 may be underestimated in some
cases. A ratio equal to 3 was found to be more appropriate for
the data set analysed (river coarse sands CSa in this case). A
diagram for estimation of the proper test frequency depending
on shear wave velocity has been proposed in accordance with
the sample dimensions used and assuming L/l = 3.
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The selection of a method of travel-time interpretation
seems not to be so crucial, as long as proper filtering of the data
has been performed according to the above rules.
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